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Bibtex style file

But you create it, the file will look something like the following example. Soar over orange text to see explanations. For each item type, the required fields are highlighted. @articlearticle specifies the type of item. Many types are available. The most commonly used is probably article, book, indentation (for
a chapter in an edited volume), plugins (for an article in conference proceedings), technological (for a report, such as a Working Paper or Technical report, issued by an institution), and unpublished. The instance of the letters in the name of the type is negligent; for example, you can write article or article.
{ahu61 This string is a label that you use to refer to the item when you call it. This can be any string., author={Arrow, Kenneth J. and Leonid Hurwicz and Hirofumi UzawaThe list of writers. Note that and appear between each few authors. (Of course, when the reference is formatted in your paper, only the
etc that will appear through the bibliography style you choose.) BibTeX interprets Arrow, Kenneth J., Kenneth J. Arrow, and Kenneth Joseph Arrow to refer to a writer whose sumname is Arrow and whose first names are Kenneth J. or Kenneth Joseph. So if you want to refer to an item by John Maynard
Smith (whose shouting was Maynard Smith), you should format the name as Maynard Smith, John or John {Maynard Smith}. It's not exactly the case that BibTeX takes the queue following the last space to be the snout. If that string is preceded by a rope or strings starting with lowercase letters, those
strings as well as the final string are treated as the van. For example, if you write Ernesto Guevara de la Serna, BibTeX de la Serna interprets being the slant, which is wrong – his shouk was Guevara de la Serna; you must write Guevara de la Serna, Ernesto.}, title={Constraint qualifications in
maximization problems WriteDo not surround the title by quotation marks. If the bibliography style you use puts titles in quotation marks, it will do for you.}, batch=The = can be surrounded by spaces, if you want. {Naval Research Logistics Quarterly}, volume={8}, year=1961If the value of a field consists
only of digits, the arms around it can be omitted., pages={175-191Jou can alternatively import 175--191. Either way, when BibTeX formats your reference, it will insert an en-dash between the pages, if that's what your bibliography style specifies (which it should).} } @book{ab94, author* = {Charalambos
D. Aliprantis and Kim C. Border}, year = {1994}, title = {Infinite Dimensional Analysis}, publisher = {Springer}, address = {Berlin} } *A book must be either an author field or an editor field. @incollection{m85, author={Maskin, Eric S.}, year={1985}, title={The theory of implementation in {N}ashThe fact that
the first letter from Nash is included in the poor tells BibTeX that if a bibliography style calls for titles to use synship analysis (only the first letter of the and that first of any proper nouns are capitalized) then the first letter of Nash capital letters should remain and not be lowered. Equilibrium: a recording},
book title={Social Goals and Social Organization}, editor={Leonid Hurwicz and David Schmeidler and Hugo Sonnenschein}, pages={173-204}, publisher={Cambridge University Press}, address={Cambridge} } @inproceedings{ah2006, author={Aggarwal, Gagan and Hartline, Jason D., year={2006}, title=
{Knapsack auctions}, booktitle={Proceedings of the 17th Annual ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms}, pages={1083-1092}, publisher={Association for Computing Machinery}, address={New York} } @techreport{arrow48, author = {Arrow, Kenneth J.}, title = {The possibility of a universal social
welfare function}, setting = {RAND Corporation}, year = {1948}, number = {P-41}, type = {Report} } @unpublished{FudenbergKreps1988, title = {A theory of learning, experimentation, and equilibrium in games}, author = {Fudenberg, Drew, and Kreps, David M.}, year = {1988}, note = {Unpublished paper} }
Notes The order of the fields is unimportant. Your bib file may contain credentials that you do not name. BibTeX will put in the list of references at the end of your paper only the ones you mention (unless you tell it explicitly otherwise). You can find a full specification for a BibTeX file in Attachment B from
LaTeX: A document preparation system by Leslie Lamport (ISBN 0-201-15790-X). The following is slightly modified version of known bst files that can handle the QUOTE information useful for SPIRES-HEP database processing. Please make sure that your bibliography file contains references with the
QUOTE information. utphys.bst (updated ripe new arXiv ids) and utcaps.bst Jacques Distler's files with arXiv.org hyperlinks. h-physrev5.bst Marek Szuba's edit of Flynn's style for new arXiv IDs (updated 6 Apr 2009). h-physrev3.bst Jonathan Flynn's Physical Review Style (updated 12 Dec 2000). h-
elsevier3.bst Jonathan Flynn's Nuclear Physics Style (updated 12 Dec 2000). h-physrev4.bst Jonivar Skullerud's edit of Flynn's style (updated 10 Oct 2001). JHEP-2.bst Jonivar Skullerud's edit of the JHEP style (updated 10 Oct 2001). B. Jantzen wrote to explain how to change your own style file: ----------
---------------------- % add SLACcitation to the entry list: ENTRY { address writer [...] % insert the following line: SLACcitation } {} { label } [...] % add the output of the SLACcitation entry to the function fin.entry % add the lines of modified in end end change % before the newline $ at the end of the function
FUNCTION {fin.entry} { [...] % changed to add SLACcitation field if present SLACcitation blank $'skip ${ newline $SLACcitation writes $} if $% end of change newline $} We will be very happy to hear from anyone with other bst files to be added to this list. Contact us as spires@slac.stanford.edu for a
Posted BibTeX style files to GitHub. I generated these files over the years using the LaTeX package. Where I could find my copy of the .dbj file, I also included it. You can make changes to the .dbj file and run it again to create modified .bst files. I didn't test these style files extensively, but they met my
needs to write manuscripts for these journals. They were mostly tested with journal articles, technical reports, and books. So far, I've posted styles for these journals: If I can save one person from answering another ~99 questions of makebst.tex, instead it will be a success. We can use a better repository
of existing .bst files. For the aipauth4-1 and related bibliography styles, you should using the 4-1 version of the document class, that is. revtex4-1 instead of revtex4. These new bibliography styles are among the main features of the 4-1 release. See revtex4-1 on ctan. Here is a minimal working pair of
documents: \documentclass[secnumarabic, graphics,floatfix,nofootinbib, tightenlines,nobibnotes,aps,prl,12pt]{revtex4-1} \begin{document} \cite{Kapustin:2013hpk} \cite{Mishra:2008dm} \bibliographystyle{aipauth4-1} \bibliography{bibl} \end{document} with bibl.bib containing @article{Kapustin:2013hpk,
author = Kapustin, Anton and Willett, Brian, title = {Wilson loops in supersymmetric Chern-Simons-matter theories and duality}, year = 2013, eprint = 1302.2164, archivePrefix = arXiv, primaryClass = hep-th, SLACcitation = %%CITATION = ARXIV:1302.2164;%%, } @article{Mishra:2008dm, author =
Mishra, Ananta P. and Mohapatra, Ranjita K. and Saumia, P.S. and Srivastava, Ajit M., title = {Using cosmic microwave background radiation analysis tools for flow anisotropies in relativistic heavy-ion collisions}, journal = Phys.Rev., volume = C81, pages = 034903, doi = 10.1103/PhysRevC.81.034903,
year = 2010, eprint = 0811.0292, archivePrefix = arXiv, primaryClass = hep-ph, SLACcitation = %%CITATION = ARXIV:0811.0292;%%, } Compile via latex mainfile bibtex mainfile latex mainfile latex mainfile where you tex file is mainfile.tex. Since the first entry has no journal information, it will generate
an alert, but it is the data collected from the inspire website you name. It would be better to change this entry to @misc instead of @article in the bibliography file. If you don't want the archive information, the simplest thing is to remove the lines eprint, archivePrefix, and primaryClass from the bib file, but
you've probably better tell the reader where the paper can be found, e.g. via note field if it's not in a journal. Computer and information services The large feature of BibTeX is that it takes a standardized database of books, articles, and other bibliographic entries and places them in a custom format. A
BibTeX style can change how a job is cited and how the bibliography is formatted. For more information about using BibTeX than described here, read BibTeX documentation. How to use a specific style Choose your BibTeX style from the list below. Put it in the same same as your LaTeX document.
Change the \bibliography styles line of your LaTeX document to reflect the style you selected. Remember to remove the file extension. For example, if you wanted to use the American Anthropologist style, \bibliographystyle{ filename} \bibliographystyle would become {humannat}. Many BibTeX styles
require the inclusion of a package at the top of the document. The comments about a style will tell you exactly how to include his package. To learn more about your specific style, open the .bst in your LaTeX editor or read the readme file, if available. Anytime you want to call a document, type
\cite[pagenumber]{ citekey}. The square brackets and page number are optional. Some BibTeX styles use non-standard quotes. Such styles include quotation directions within the .bst itself or an included readme file. You will need to type your document four times, first LaTeX, BibTeX, LaTeX, and then
LaTeX again. Your bibliography will now appear in the style of your choice and your quotes will be formatted correctly. If question marks appear where quotes should, that means you should have LaTeX your document again. If the quotes are completely missing, you've probably forgotten to BibTeX your
document. Back to top The Seven Standard Styles Each computer with LaTeX comes with the next seven standard styles. While they work, we recommend the natbib interpretations below. NatBib is a quotation package that standardizes quotation commands across many different bibliography styles, so
you can switch from using plain.bst to acm.bst without changing your in-text quotes. plain.bst acm.bst ieeetr.bst alpha.bst abbrv.bst siam.bst back to top Styles Recommended by Reed The following two styles were created or altered by Reed to match the following style manuals as closely as possible.
Right-click (Control-Click on a Mac) on the linked name to download the style you want. APA Style (American Psychology Association) This is a custom style created by Ben Salzberg to duplicate the APA style as closely as possible. Be sure to include natbib as a package or it won't work. The following
line must appear in the onliber: \usepackage{natbib}. Modern Language Associate Style (MLA) It is a custom style created by Ben Salzberg to duplicate the Modern Language Co-Style Tutorial (6th Edition) as closely as possible. Be sure to include natbib as a package or it won't work. The following line
must appear in the onliber: \usepackage{natbib}. MLA calls for quotes from the form (LastName PageNumber), which are not supported by Natbib's quotation styles. We asked Dr. Patrick Daly to provide support for these types of parental quotes in his next review of natbib. Meanwhile, quotes from the
following form will provide the correct quote: (\citeauthor*{citekey} pagenumber) Natbib Standard Styles unsrtnat.bst (Items sorted in bibliography in sequence Citation Commands Inside Natbib Writer Name Styles Look Like Numerical Styles looks like this: For additional changes not covered above, this is
a large NatBib reference sheet evicted by a physical science professor in France. And this one too! - This reference sheet includes instructions on how to change (Jones 1990, 341) to (Jones 1990:341) [or (Jones, 1990:341) to (Jones 1990:341)] using the \setcitestyle command You will see that your urls
are formatted in typewriting foternt. If you want to change the font of your urls, add the command \urlstyle{same} to your attachment to make them the same font as the body of your paper. back to top Biblatex-Chicago Style to use biblatex-Chicago, you need to change the backdrop of bibtex to biber. To
do this, pull the preferences window (TeXShop/Preferences... or ⌘). Go to the Engine tab and change the entry in the BibTeX Engine field to biber. It does require a somewhat new version of tex, so if it doesn't work and you have an old version, you might need to download a new one. Chicago A
(footnotes) To use Chicago style quotes, comment out or remove the following line of the preamb: \usepackage{natbib} To use Chicago A (footnote style quotes), add these lines to the preamb (where thesis should be changed to the title of your .bib file): \usepackage{biblatex-chicago}\bib APA .tex/apa-
good}\bibliography{thesis} And replace it with this line: \printbibliography[heading=bibintoc] Chicago B (brackets in-line quotes) To use Chicago style quotes, comment out or remove the following line from the preamb: \usepackage{natbib} To use Chicago B (parental in-line quotes), add these lines to the
preascript (where thesis should be changed to the title of your .bib file) : \usepackage[authordate,autocite=inline,backend=biber, natbib]{biblatex-chicago}\bibliography{thesis} Then go to the end of the .tex file and delete the following lines : \bibliographystyle{APA/apa-good}\bibliography{thesis} And
replace it with this line: \printbibliography[heading=bibintoc] In order to have the writer and year all in parent, use \autopite for in-text quote. If you just want the year in parentheses, use \citet instead. CTAN.org is the official LaTeX archive that features both the official LaTeX packages and items contributed
by LaTeX users. Many of these BibTeX styles are either created by journal editors or publishers for their authors or by users who create packages to fulfill a custom need. One problem with user-contrived styles is that they may not match the official style they claim to implement exactly. However, the
journal-specific styles will exactly match the journal's home style as they were designed by the journals. Therefore, we recommend testing any non-journal style by using it with a large BibTeX database and comparing the resulting bibliography to the official style. Style.
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